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with a top speed of 455km/h, the a-26 was an
unorthodox design with a nose-mounted,
conventional low power supercharged engine.
despite a highly focused technological effort
its services were limited to tactical areas and
were seen as unsatisfactory by the us air force
and the rest of the allies. the aircraft was
originally designed as a single seat assault
aircraft. about 60 were built and a number
served with the usaaf. often without
armament the a-26 came to be an important
component of the close air support effort
during the war. the second prototypes served
as basic design models for the b-26s of the
second a-26 production order. a total of 206
a-26s were built for the usaaf, plus four british
examples. another 34 were built by the british,
using the same engines but with different
wing and tail configurations. the design was
also used in a czechoslovakian version.
postwar, the a-26 was used by the us navy,
marine corps, air force and a few other
countries. some, like sweden, saw the a-26 as
being the most suitable aircraft for the role of
naval reconnaissance patrol aircraft, a role
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which it was later to become known as the
skycrane. the a-26 was then built in new
countries such as norway, sweden, uk and
argentina and served until the late 1970s in
turkey. in the uk, it was flown by blackburn
aircraft until the 1970s and with the rnzaf by
britten-norman. in the 1980s, the a-26 was the
only biplane approved for the us navy airlift. in
the royal air force, the a-26b was used in the
1970s as a fleet utility aircraft. the a-26d was
operated by the french army and navy and
germany in the 1980s. the raf used their a-26a
until 1993 and it was used by argentina.
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httpv://www.youtube.com/watchv=twc_g_i2x7
m&feature=player_embedded in this new fsx
p3d fs2004 pod fixpack, the razbam harrier-vii

(gr.9 and gr.7) was added. these two packs
enable full mig-21 air refueling including tank
pit servicing and when the probe is removed
from the port side of the aircraft, the tanker

altimeter will show the refueled distance that
the aircraft has traveled since takeoff. razbam
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made numerous modifications to the engine
and also rebuilt the cockpit as well as the

external cockpits and added extra external
aerodynamic details. the aircraft will also fly

on both ssd and sata drives. the following
review will give a good opinion of the package.
razbam sa-227bc metroliner iii (gr.7) purchase

a registration code from simmarket (euros)
purchase a registration code from pc aviator

usa purchase a registration code from pc
aviator australia flightgear night mode with
track your flight great tip. pack is aimed at
those pre 2.5 / 2.6 and fs2004 players and

includes the matching/qdc and iqd, necessary
source code for prepar3d v4/v5, all new rtk

files, new stirling engines model, new
performance engine model and a new cockpit.
also a totally new cockpit for the english and
german languages. addition of a new airbase
and it includes french, dutch, finnish, italian,

norwegian, spanish, polish, portuguese,
russian, swedish, swedish and spanish

languages. part of its functionality could be
used for other aircraft such as the douglas

dc-3 and de havilland dh 85 and dh 108, the
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cessna 172 and the ryan paris tx-21, as well
as the cessna 180, l-19e and l-19g 5ec8ef588b
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